
2002 Pontiac Grand Prix V6-3,8L VIN K ALLDATA 9,0 

DTC P0102 
St- AcUon 

20 

Re�alr the high resistance or an open In lhe signal circuit
of he MAF sensor. Refer to Diagnostic Aids for Circuit 
Testing and Wiring Repair prooadures. 
Did vn,1 comolete the repair? 
Repair lhe ahOrt to ground In the l!/gnal circuit of the MAF 

21 sensor, 

Did you complete lhe repair? 
Repair the short to voltage In the signal circuit of the MAF 

22 
sensor. 

Did you comclete the repair? 
Repair the short between the signal circuit ol the MAF 

23 eensor and the oll'C\it for Which the OTC set 

Did you complete the repair? 
Repair the clroulw that are shorted together. 

24 

Did vou oomclete the repaJr? 
Repair the harness or the connections as needed. 

25 

Did you complete the repair? 
Test for an Intermittent and for a poor connection at the 
IMF sensor. 

28 

Did vou find and correct the condl!lon? 
Test for an Intermittent and for a poor connection at the 
PCM. 

'Z7 

Did you find and correct the condl!lon? 
Replaoe Ille MAF sensor. 

28 
Did you complete the replacement? 
Replace the PCM. 

28 

Did """ complete the reolacement? 
1. Clear the DTCs with a scan tool.
2. Turn OFF the Ignition for 30 seconds.

30 
3. Start the engine.
4. Opsratt the vehicle within the Conditions for Running

the DTC as specified In the supporting text. 
Does the DTC run and oass? 
With a seen tool, observe the stored Information, 

31 Capture Info.
Does the scan tool display any DTCs that you have not 
dlaanassd? 

Steps 20-31 

The numbers below refer to the step numbers on the diagnostic table. 
5. This step determines if any mechanical faults have caused this DTC to set.
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Go to S•An30 

Goto StM30 

Go to Ster; 30 

Goto Stm,30 

Go to Stso 30 

GotoSt,,p30 

Goto StRn30 

Goto Stsp30 

Goto Step30 

Go lo Stsp30 

Goto ,%m31 
Go to Dlagnosnc
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Go. to Step 28 

Goto Stea29
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Go lo Stst> 2

Svslem OK 

9. This step verifies the signal circuit from the MAF sensor electrical connector to the PCM. A voltage reading ofless than 4 volts or more
than 6 volts indicates a malfunction in the wiring or a poor connection.

10. This step tests the signal circuit of the MAF sensor for a short to another 5-volt reference circuit.
16. This step verifies that the signal circuit is not shorted to any other PCM circuit.


